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Membership
Membership of the Society of Olympic Collectors starts on election, of which applicants will be
notified, and will last for one calendar year. All back issues of the magazine for the current year
will be sent to members joining during the year.
Junior members are those aged under 18 years in the year of joining, subscription rates are
half of the adult rate until their 18th birthday.
All applications for membership should be made to the Secretary.
Subscription rates for 2015 when making payment in £ sterling, € or $US currency notes or £
sterling cheques are as follows:
United Kingdom: £15.00 / Europe: €30.00 / Outside Europe: €35.00 or $US45.00
Subscription rates for 2015 when making payment through Paypal are as follows:
United Kingdom: £16.00 / Europe: £22.00 / Outside Europe: £27.00
Payments are accepted through Paypal in £ sterling only and include the additional costs
involved with accepting payment through Paypal.

Chairman's Message
Welcome to the second Torch Bearer prepared by our temporary editor, Mike Pagomenos.
Mike faced considerable challenges in producing his first issue — mastering desktop publishing
software, preparing the issue for printing on the society's laser printer (he and David Frome
together), and lack of available articles — but he succeeded, and for this issue articles have
started to come in again. There is also one article found on Bob Farley's computer. There may
be others, but they are not proving easy to find, so if you sent Bob an article, and it has not
been published, please let me know, so that hopefully we can find it and print it.
Bob has written an enormous amount over the years, and without his efforts and energy a lot
of valuable knowledge would have been lost. We all have special knowledge, and we all have
at least part of our collections mounted and written up. Please, please share that knowledge.
Bob's Grenoble article published in this issue is taken from pages in his collection.
If you do not feel confident enough to write an article we would welcome scans of pages from
your collection that can form an article. It does not have to be learned or specialist: Bob's
Grenoble article is a general overview that gives collectors an excellent idea of the material
available to form the starting point for a collection. So please do not be shy. It is you, the
members, who make the society and who can make Torch Bearer so varied and interesting to
read. Thomas Lippert has kindly reported on the exciting developments in Germany for the
2024 candidates.
Planning for the next issue is already underway and we would also welcome a report on the
World Collectors Fair in Lake Placid, from anyone who attends — your experiences, your photos
will be much appreciated.
Rio 2016 is just a year way, and the first Brazilian stamp has now appeared (see
http://www.sportstamps.org/rio-2016-first-issue.html). Around the world there will be preOlympic events celebrated philatelically, perhaps with stamps, perhaps with a postmark. We
welcome reports of these issues, from our members in Britain and overseas, so that we can
alert the full membership.
Bob Wilcock
22

British Olympic Postal History 1956-2008
Bob Wilcock

Collections of London 2012 will now be well established.
London 1908 and 1948 have been well documented, but
British Olympic philately is not limited to the 3 Games
London hosted. This article looks at British Olympic
postal history in the post-war period: a further article is
planned on the pre-war years.

Part 1

RMILICADOWINICOA

Lord
Burghley
1928

Prologue: Melbourne 1956
There is one item of British postal history.
an advertising rubber-stamp cachet
applied to mail from Australia House.
Not directly British, there is none-the-less
interest in the stamps issued by the
Dominican Republic in conjunction with the
1956 Melbourne Olympics. one of the first
lot of issues in the world produced to raise
money from collectors rather than for
postal purposes.
There were 4 sets. and they included 3
stamps commemorating British Olympic
medallists.
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Britain's first ever Olympic
Philatelic Exhibition,
'Olympex', was held in
Brighton from 3 to 11 October
1959. A meter advertised the
event, there was a special
handstamp from a temporary
post office, and registration
facilities were available, but
there was no special
registered label.
The event was organised by
Ernest Trory, and a meter
advertised his book The
Philatelic History of the
Olympic Games (Crabtree
Press).
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1960 Rome
Two British meters are known:
1

From World Sports Travel Service Lairdways Ltd. the official agents in the
UK for travel and tickets.
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Hoover advertised the fact that they were official suppliers in the Olympic
Village
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1964 Tokyo
Japan airlines advertised their status as Official airline of the Games. as they did in
Japan itself. France, Germany, the USA, and possibly other countries.
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1968 Grenoble
There is a meter incorporating the Grenoble snowflake logo, probably used by the
French Tourist Office. or possibly the French Embassy in London.

1968 Mexico
There were a series of international test matches around the world. prior to the
Olympics. The British team had just one match. at Ilkley. and they beat the Dutch
team 1-0. The publicity postmark comes with a first class dater, as illustrated. with
a time above the date, and a second class dater with a line above the date. In the
Games themselves. the British team finished in 12"" place,
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There was a commemorative handstamp to mark the departure of the British team.
and Philart Productions Ltd produced private postal stationery cards. approved by
the Post Office, one with a first class stamp (4d) and one second (3d)
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Some aerogrammes were sent on the flight. and have Mexican arrival markers
Stamp Publicity took advantage and produced a commemorative cover.
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One meter is known, shown here actual size. Beneath the Mexico '68 Olympic
logo the text reads:
Official Supplier of Gas Chromatographs
to the XIX Olympic Games, Mexico.
The post town is Cambridge. Does any reader know the name of the company
involved?
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1972 Munich
German government agencies in the UK publicised the Games on meters for their
mailings:
Embassy of the Federal

Republic of Germany, London SW7

XX CA.) ry Pk:GAMES
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A second machine is also believed to come from the embassy

German National Tourist Office, London W1
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Consulate of the Federal Republic of Germany, Liverpool
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POST CARD

OLYMPIC GAMES
MUNICH 1972

There are also
three curiosities items referring to
the Olympics, but
with little
connection to the
Games
themselves.

Information Comte
Management Course
rn Britain for
German Pastel Personnel

MAY 18 1971

A postal stationery card
privately overprinted,
with a BoumemouthPoole regular cancel.

Postcard for an
Olympic study group
meeting at Bielefield
'72 Philatelic
Exhibition, with a
BFPO handstamp
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Overprinted postal stationery envelope for
Birkenhead Festival of Sport. The handstamp
includes the words "Olympic Year"
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Rothmans of
Pall Mall,
cigarette
manufacturers.
ran a fundraising
campaign.
There were
appeal cards in
each packet.
and donations
were
acknowledged
by postcard.
with an Olympic
meter
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THE SAITISH OLYMPIC APPEAL FUND

HOW YOU CAN HELP

To be continued.
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V' OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems, Icons and Mascots.
In the nineteen-sixties, following a style and fashion revolution by the youth of the western world, the
importance of co-ordinated. and protected design was being recognised_
The Organising Committee of the 1968 Olympic Winter Games, Grenoble. through promotional
material and the granting of licences to official sponsors, and suppliers. including permission to
use registered designs and devices. managed to surround the event with products and literature
that could be instantly identified as being associated with the Games.
In 1968, this approach to managing style and design was still in its infancy, and alternative
images and designs that would now be considered as pirate' marketing. are easy to find.
Philatelic material, postcards, literature and memorabilia all demonstrate the attempts to design.
create and manage an 'image' for the
Olympic Winter Games.
Emblems of the Grenoble Olympic Winter Games
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Olympic rings

of the Grenoble Olympic Winter Games
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Mascots of the Grenoble Olympic Winter Games
Shuss
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OLYMPIC M INTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems. Icons and Mascots.

The Olympic Movement is now very protective of its symbas. and irony
junscactions have given the movement exclusive rights to any
interiockm arran ement of five nnds and
of the word"
pie
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A 'cover' created for stE
training at the 'Ecole de To
Post handing school

Olympic Winter Games as topical and of
The training school obviously considered the
sufficient importancer to use a representation of an 'OLYMPIQUE GRENOBLE' franking meter
impression on this training aid, but did not use a representation of the Olympic rings.
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Other uses of the
text Olympique •
Ville Olympique',
Le Dauphine
'Olympique' appear
to be attempts to
increase sales by
associating
products with the
Olympic Winter
Games.

Postcard 3F
30411 / S 1081
Editions
J. CELLARD" Brae
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X"' OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems Olympic rings.
The rings may be produced in either an
inter-iocking or solid version The solid
version may be produced only for single
colour reproduction in the following colours.
blue yellow. black, green or red from the
Olympic Rings. or white, grey. gold, silver or
bronze The interlocking version may be
produced in any of the aforementioned
colours, or in fun colour. Reproduction on a
dark background is limited to monochromatic
yellow. white, wey, gold, silver or bronze.
Full colour on a dark background is strictly
forbidden.
The Olympic rings were included in
the designs of promotional machine
slogan cancellations, those
designated 'GRENOBLE GARE'
and
'GRENOBLE annexes', used
the Olympic Rings with text.
Covers with Olympic nngs'
slogan canceltations
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The Grenoble Gare example
displays Wee frank' use

Annex 2 was
the Ice
Stadium;
Annex 3 was
the Press
Centre post
office
(Annex 4 was
the Olympic
Village)

amadliescor

Villard-de-Lans
vignette on cover.

The Olympic rings were made available to the Organising Committee of the Xth
Olympic Winter Games upon the selection of Grenoble as host city. The Olympic
rings were utilised in many ways and in combination with other design elements.

An official perforated vignette was produced for each of the venue resorts.
The design shows three flags;
France, host nation; Olympic Flag (Rings); Dauphine., host historic region.
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Grenoble
vignette
on cover

X"' OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems - Olympic rings.
The Olympic rings were included on many
products to give them 'Olympic' status. and is
particulary noticeable on postcards where the
Olympic rings were added to either the face.
or the back of a huge number of cards.
Editions "La
Postcard 38.18E17/
Ctogne"- Exclusite HACHETTE. Grenoble.
A tourism postcard elevated to Olympic
status by addition of the Olympic rings to
front and back
38185.171 GRENOBLE
Ville Olympique l
Vue winerato et la chain. de Belledonne
V. airieene et la Chartreuse
Le Telimherique de to Bastille

Editions IRIS" Postcard 1 743
Compagnie des Arts Photomecamques. Paris.
The Olympic rings added to a luge event
design .
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The attempts to create an association with the Olympic Winter
Games included some novel designs that were clearly intended
to represent the Olympic rings, but with sufficient variation colour, interlacing, orientation, In an attempt to avoid
infringement of copyright.
"SA Stert,

Franking machine impression from machine P 2387 used by
HOTEL La Farandole' with inverted representation of the
Olympic rings
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X"' OLNNIPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems - Stylised Dolphin.
in the 11th century the Counts of Albon chose Grenoble as the capital of thew terntones
The counts later took the title of Dauphins. Grenoble then became the capital of the State of Dauphine
Coat of Arms of Dauphine
Quartered shield with fluersde-tys (royal banner of
France) and the Dauphin
(dolphin -lung of fishes").
formerly eldest prince and
ruler of the province

The stylised dolphin that was combined with the
Olympic rings to create an unofficial emblem of
the X'^ Olympic Winter Games is taken from the
coat of arms of the Dauphine region, and was also
used to create a mascot 'DOF'. the dolphin.

Postcard 38 185 201
Edtbons
Cigogne"
Exctuete
HACHETTE.
Grenoble.

GRENOBLE Ville olymprque
Embleme offictel

Postcard 38.185.202
Editions "La
Cigogne" - Exduwte
HACHETTE.
GRENOBLE Ville olymptque
Vue de nuit de la
nouvelle Maine
Architectes
MM. NOVARINA -

We. TI -

GIOVANNONI

The stylised dolphin / nngs emblem is descnbed as "Embleme officier by Hachette, but does not have
the endorsement of being copyrighted by the Organising Committee of the X^ Olympic Winter Games.
This emblem was used as a gold foil imprint on many "La Cigogne" postcards to enhance marketing as
'Olympic products.
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Xth OINNIPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems - Official Emblem.
Each Olympic Games has its own Olympic emblem. which is a *
design integrating the Olympic nngs with one or mcre distinctive
elements They are created and proposed by the Organising
Committee or the National Olympic Committee of the host country

Coat of Arms of
Grenoble
Three red roses,
on a yeNow
ground.

The design of the official emblem of the X". Olympic Winter Games
integrates a representation of the three red roses from the coat of
arms of Grenoble, with a stylised snowflake.
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The official emblem of the X", Olympic Winter Games was
made available to licensed suppliers, and some incorporated
the design into their franking meter impressions.
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Franking machine impression
from machine NA 5964 used by
ANCEL DESSERTS - Officlat
Supplier
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Fr. 0,60 stamp issued 22's April
1967 showing the official emblem ,

Postcard 38.155
Production des Edit
Grenoble.
by SPADEM er Cookie
d'Organisation des X .1 0
EMBLEME OFFICIEL
X JEUX OLYMPIQUES
ITI-111/FP
Dessve pay
0.4r17,0.1
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Xth OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Emblems - Official Emblem.
The official emblem appeared on the postage stamps of many countnes promoting the
X" Olympic Winter Games around the world - or at least from countries A - Y.
As the principal design:
Albania.

Russia.

France.

Rumania.

Yemen Arab Republic
The philatelic status of such issues is debatable, but they are certainly Olympic commemorative
items. Various miniature sheets include the logo in the margins

design could be
Yemen apparently decided that the
improved by changing the colours of the red discs to red,
white and blue of the tricolour of France.
The 'issue' of limited
edition gold foil designs
was developing as a
common practice by
agents claming to act on
behalf of the postal
authorities of the Trucial
States and Yemen
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Xth OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Icons -Jean-Claude Killy.
Jean Claude Killy arrived at the X' Olympic
Winter Games as an accomplished alpine
skier. Following his success in all three
alpine disciplines, he became a true icon of
French sport, and his popularity and
recognition of his achievement spread
worldwide.

Philatelic agents
certainly saw an
opportunity to
boost their clients
sales - often with
dubious products.

Ras
gas Al Khaima

ls
1969
5 Ris J-C. Kitty

The iconic status of Jean Claude Killy
was confirmed when he was honoured
as a sportsman of the 20th century.

Although Jean Claude Killy was born
close to Paris, he was considered as a
resident of Val d'Isere having spent most
of his life in the resort.
The local ski domains are known as the
'Espace Killy'.
Postcard 5687 Editions *TELE' - Annecy
73 - VAL D'ISERE
Reception des Champions Olympiques
1968.
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Xth

OLYMPIC WINTER GA NI ES. GRENOBLE 1968

Icons - Palais des Sports.
Grenoble enjoyed significant development
as a result of being selected as host of the
Olympic Winter Games.
The architecture during this period produced
a number of eye-catching municipal and
public buildings, but the Palais des Sport, a
new Olympic venue presented views that
would become known around the world.
Postcard 38.185.204
Editions 'La Clgogne"

-

Postcard 38.196
Editions "Andre - Grenoble

Postcard 38.185227
&krone "La Comm" - Grenoble.
Postcard 38.185.226
Editions "La Cogogne" Grenoble.

The Palais des sports. Grenoble is an indoor ice hockey
arena. It was built in 1967 and holds 12,000 spectators. The
ice hockey games of the 1968 Winter Olympics were held in
this arena.
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Xth OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Icons - Palais des Sports.
The Palais des Sports, Grenoble, s an indoor ice hockey arena. It was built in 1967 and holds
12,000 spectators. The ice hockey games of the 1968 Winter Olympics were held n this arena.

Postcard 38185211
Editions "La Cigogne" -

Postcard 38.185 321
Editions "La Cigogne"

GRENOBLE - LE STADE DE

GLACE

Postcard 38.205 Editions "Andre"- Grenoble

Postcard A CI 563-51
abhor:is "C/M"

Postcard 38.18514
Eai bon s "La Cigogne"- G,enobte

10
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X'h OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Mascots - "Shuss".
"Shuss" in often
listed as the first but
unofficial Olympic
mascot, although he
is mentioned in the
Official report.
Shuss made his
debut on French
television, so was
not availble to be
adopted as an
exclusive device by
the Organising
Committee.

'Yvon' as postcard publishers, and
THIENY SA., had no doubts about the
status of Shuss, and a series of eight
postcards are captioned:
'SHUSS Personnage officiel des X"
Jeux Olympigues cfhiver.
Creation Aline Lafargue.'
THIENEY used one of the postcards to
promote models of Shuss.

One of the nicknames attributed to Shuss, as the 'Skiing
sperm' was to prove ironic, as he became the founder of
an ongoing dynasty of Olympic mascots.
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X"' OLYMPIC WINTER GAMES, GRENOBLE 1968
Mascots -"DOF" Le Dauphin.

"DOF" is featured on a set of six
applique postcards published by
'HACHETTE' - the cards use a dense
felt material for the body of DOF
Designs are attributed to:
M - CHEVALIER

Postcard 38.195.200. issued by
HACHETTE. under their "La Crgogne"
brand. attributes official status to DOF.
38185/80 Ca1211408LL • Villa olyniipaiiia
" DOF la Dauphin P.f.0..11Q. 011,Ct41
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The German Bid for 2024 The First Steps Have Been Taken
By Thomas Lippert, Rostock
As OSPC, the German Sports and Olympic Collectors Club based in Berlin
met in March 2015. so Berlin was strongly setting out its case to be
Germany's candidate to host the 2024 Olympics. But it was up against

Hamburg, and that city also was running a strong campaign.
Can: Rerun man stay warm Ns. die Olyrn
plchen and Paralymp■schen Streit, Una
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One of 3 postcards publicising

the rival candidates sent to
OSPC members as an invitation
to their meeting in the Berlin
Sports Museum
"Wir wollen die Spiele" - "We want the Games", this was Berlin's motto. Air
Berlin were quick to sponsor the bid, and had the motto painted on the
nose of their aircraft, and on other publicity material. By itself, the phrase is
not caught by Olympic copyright rules, but couple it with "Berlin fur Olympia - "Berlin for the Olympics* and the rules are broken. The German NOC
intervened. but nonetheless an airmail collector was ble to create
personalised stamps . and a postcard with an imprinted 'stamp depicting
the aircraft and motto.
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BERLIN 2024 eik 46-6t,r .4320 ded- 41R BERLIN alr OlripiatfOrdaffer
The two personalised stamps showing a Boeing with logo; examples from
the bottom of the sheet, showing text in the selvage
erfkAntrunr
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ettle4f

Aidur 4320 air
Ali LOW%

6orrediatoer

Peter teinernann
Marbachstr. 4
04155 LEIPZIG

Above: a computer-generated postcard with
personalised postage imprint.

Left: a button with the combined text that is in
breach of copyright.
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There is no doubt about it. Berlin has some strong factors in its favour: there
is the obvious advantage that it is the German capital, with good transport
links. and hotel capacity of some 42.000 rooms. well up to IOC
requirements. It has a long history of hosting major international sporting
events, not least the Olympic Games of 1936 (although there is a certain
notoriety attached to those Games). Berliners are enthusiastic about
hosting the Games, and would be proud to be chosen.
If Berliners are enthusiastic. the people of Hamburg are passionate. There
is also widespread support from officials and commercial companies. Two in
particular have produced items of interest for collectors. First amongst them
are the Braun brothers. proprietors of the company Miniatur-Wundertand.
whose speciality is the manufacture of models and miniatures They
decided to use the Deutsche Post personalised stamp service (similar to
Royal Mail's 'Smilers'. but single stamps rather than stamps with illustrated
tabs). The problem was that Deutsche Post impose a surcharge, To get
round this, so that the stamps could be resold at face value. MintaturWunderland had "Portocards" produced with a similar imprinted
personalised stamp design. These cost €6 each, but were resold at €10. the
surplus covering the shortfall on the stamps. Full details (in German) can be
found on the company web-site www.miniiatur-wunderland.de/briefmarken
Some 165,000 stamps were printed in
January 2015:
First print run
Second
Third
Fourth

7.1.15: 60.000
10.1.15: 50.000
25.1.15: 10.000
30.1.15: 45.000

The majority are 45 or 62 cents, the
standard letter rates, with small
numbers at 85c (up to 50g - 3,000 stamps), and 145c (up to 500g - 2,000).
1
The "Portocarcr has
the flame logo
formed out of
sportsmen or
women. in this case
judo players. The
initial print run was
just 1.000 copies.
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The second philatelic
enterprise was a
handstamp sponsored
by IMOS and SOC
member Klaus Fink.
Dated 21 March 2015.
it marks the date that
Hamburg was
chosen, in preference
to Berlin, by the
National Olympic
Committee (voting in
St. Paul's Church in
Frankfurt, and
endorsing the earlier
decision of the sports
federations).

Picture Postcard
The architects Gerkan, Marg and Partner (GMP) — well-known in Germany
for their sports grounds and buildings - worked on the Hamburg Olympic
project. They released a postcard showing the proposed Olympic stadium.

The story does not quite end there. It is the practice in Germany to choose
the sailing venue separately. There were four contenders Kiel. RostockWarnemunde, Lubeck-Travemunde and Cuxhaven. Kiel, host venue in
1936 and 1972, were chosen again for 2024.
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A souvenir from Crystal Palace
by Mike Pagomenos
As mentioned in the last issue of Torch Bearer, Dr William Penny Brookes was the president
of the National Olympian Association, the organizing committee of the National Olympian
Games hosted at Crystal Palace in 1866.
Gymnastics and athletics were held in the Crystal Palace from August 1, preceded by
swimming in the Thames on July 31, 1866. The Crystal Palace was the first great indoor
sports arena albeit not built for that purpose. [Ref. 1]
Crystal Palace at Sydenham officially opened on June 10, 1854 and this souvenir medal,
which was struck inside the building, commemorates that fact among others. It also
commemorates 18,607,852 visitors up till 30 April 1866 which was 3 months before the
Games was hosted there.

Obverse of a Crystal Palace Sydenham
souvenir medal.

Reverse of a Crystal Palace Sydenham
souvenir medal.

Although this medal was not struck to commemorate the Games held there it does have some
relevance in that it commemorates the arena that the athletes of 1866 competed in and that
includes W.G. Grace who competed and won the 440 yards hurdles event, before he became
a famous cricketer and was arguably the greatest sportsman of the 19th century. [Ref. 1]
Part of this building was damaged by fire before end of December 1866.
Reference
1.
"The Modern Olympics - A Struggle for Revival" by David C. Young, published by The
Johns Hopkins University Press in 1996, p.36.
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Olympic Games Memorabilia

Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service

t.1

0.1
Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.

Ingrid O'Neil
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 265, Corona Del Mar CA 92625 USA
Tel. (949) 715-9808 • Fax (949) 715-1871
ingrid@ioneiLcom • 1,v IN w.ioneil.corn
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SPORTS COLLECTIBLES AUCTION HA.com/Sports

1912 Stockho m Olympics
Individual Winrer's Modal (Sold Gcid).
Estimate' $40,030+
February 21-22.2014 Plat num Nights

1904 St Louis Summer Olympics
Gold Medal.
Sold For 538,387 May 2013

1932 Los Angeles
Summer Olympics Silver Medal.
Estimate: $2,000+
October 24-26. 2013

1924 Paris SLmrner Olympic3
Cold Medal Awarded to
Member of Uruguayan Football/
Soccer loam.
Sold For: $262901 October 2012

1980 U.S. Hockev
Ice" Olympic Go
Presented to Ma,/ l<
SOW f.orr'. $310,./1/0
Novornbor 2010
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